
Rare Earth ?



N  to date

N = N* fs fGHZ fp nH fl
•N* = 4 x 1011

•fs = 0.2
•fGHZ = 0.1
•fp = 0.8
•nH = 2
•fl = 1.0

N = 1.3 x 1010



The Goldilocks Effect

Earth is “Just Right”
Yes, life on Earth has adapted to Earth, but …

Earth has just the right mass to be
•Tectonically-active
•Retain an atmosphere

Earth has had a stable climate

The Sun is particularly inactive for its age

How unusual is this?



Climate
There has been liquid water on earth for 4.5 Gyr



Snowball Earth
There have been at least 2 “Snowball Earth” episodes.

Both times, volcanic activity restored the greenhouse
and melted the oceans.

The first Snowball Earth coincides with the growth of
atmospheric O2

The second may have spurred the evolution of
animals

(see www.snowballearth.org)



Snowball Earth
The cause:
•Enhanced weathering depletes CO2
(silicates  carbonates)
Occurs in the tropics
•Low CO2 + faint young Sun 
runaway cooling

The terminus:
•Plate tectonics releases CO2





Ediacaran Fauna



Cambrian Explosion



The Next Snowball Earth

The Sun is now 6% brighter
Atmospheric CO2 is down (less vulcanism)
But the bulk of land is at high latitudes, so weathering
is low

Another Snowball earth is unlikely barring
•Continental reorganization
•Asteroid impact (nuclear winter)



The Moon
Earth has a large moon

Luna was formed in a major collision between two
planet-sized objects.

Luna is large enough that it stabilizes the Earth’s
rotational axis

Earth’s inclination varies 22o - 24.5o

Mars’ inclination varies 13o - 40o  (possibly to 80o)

The axial inclination strongly affects climate



Jupiter

Jupiter protects the inner solar system against comets.

It’s gravitational field tends to fling incoming comets
from the Oort cloud out into interstellar space, or to
capture them into orbits in the outer solar system

This protects the Earth and the inner planets against
impacts - not all, but most of them.



Craters



Jupiter and S-L9



S-L9 - the Aftermath



Chain of Craters

On Ganymede



Bottlenecks

Or: What could have gone wrong.

•Impact that created the Moon
•Greenhouse atmosphere
•First life  (fl)
•Oxygen poisoning
•Snowball Earth I
•Evolution of Eukaryotes  (fEu)
•Snowball Earth II
•Evolution of multicellular life (fm)
•Random Impacts / Extinctions



Snowball - Evolution



Snowball - Oxygen



Extinction
Two kinds:
 - slow change into a new species
 - sudden death

Most species that have ever existed on Earth are
now extinct.

The average species lasts about 1 million years.

Extinction is final.





Gambler’s Ruin

Or - why you can’t beat the bank.

Start with a stake.
•Assume even odds
•Eventually you will lose your stake

Consider a genus with N species

If in a time  there is an equal probability
of speciation or extinction, then
eventually all species and the genus go
extinct



N = N* fs fGHZ fp nH fl fJ ffEufm
•N* = 4 x 1011

•fs = 0.2
•fGHZ = 0.1
•fp = 0.8
•nH = 2
•fl = 1.0
•fJ = 0.5
•f = 0.01
•fEu = 0.1
•fm = 0.1

N = 6.4 x 105

N  update


